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truth century reduced TTtica to obedience to Tyre after a
rebellion, The manuscripts of Josephuss read variously
Kvxtvt or Tmot, and to u restore " 'IruKatoi, for the sake
of basing <">n this guess a further theory that tenth century
Phu'wemns conducted military operations across more than
a thousand miles of sea, is a piece, of what can only be
de-scribed as wantonness; especially since there was in fact
n tribe called the Kuehmns actually in Phoenicia !
More circumstantial and probably more authentic is the
account given to us in the same passage of Josephus of the
foundation (about 815 B.o.2} by Elissa or Dido (both good
Semitic, names; the latter is cognate with "David") of
the* city appointed to so great and tragic a destiny, Carthage.
And it is characteristic that it owed its foundation to merely
personal and political causes. Dido fled with a body of her
adherents after her husb&nd had fallen a victim to a dynastic
conspiracy, as we hear from Pompeius Trogus (via Justin,
xviii) and also in the version of the story taken up by Virgil.
They settled near Utica, and, such was the scale of Phoenician
colonization, the presence of Dido's partisans, who cannot
have been numerous, was enough to make their settlement
far the greatest among its sisters.
There is a story that when the natives were unwilling to
part with land to build on, Dido asked for " just so much
as this ox-hide will encompass " and, when it was granted,
cut the hide into long strips and with them encompassed her
citadel, which was thence called Byrsa " the Hide ".3 It is
a pure fable, being in fact an ootiologieal tale to account
for the Greek form of the name (really a corruption of the
Phoenician Bostra or Bozrah, familiar in the Old Testament
as the name of the capital of Edom); but it deserves mention
as a matter of interest—among other things, because the
story is furbished up again in the Middle Ages to be told
of Hengist, Horsa, and the foolish Vortigern.
The city as a whole was merely called, in the usual dull
*	Against Apim, I, 17, 18.
» Date also in Timafos (frag, 21), ap, B,H» i» 74
*	Jfustln, xviii, S, 0.

